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Italy
“Italy is a dream that keeps returning for the rest 
of your life.” 

Anna Akhmatova (Russian Poet, 1889 – 1966)
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D
iscover the marvels of Italy’s capital 
with a full-day, private chauffeured 
tour of Rome. Spend a day witnessing 

the Eternal City jewels, as your private Access 
Europe Guide shows you Rome in all its splen-
dor. You will experience awe-inspiring sites, 
architecture and artwork starting with the Co-
losseum and the Roman Forum, once the center 
of ancient public life. From there, you will visit 
the Capitoline Hill and continue to St. Peter in 
Chains, home of Michelangelo’s Moses sculp-
ture. Then it’s Trevi Fountain, Piazza Navona 
and the Spanish Steps, shining examples of the 
Baroque era oozing with the spirit of “La Dolce 
Vita”. Your day will end with a visit to Circus 
Maximus and the decadent Aventine Hill, whe-
re a special key hole will allow you to peek three 
States at one time.

• Private Car Tour with Driver and Official 
Guide

• Admission Tickets included: Colosseum with 
Priority Entrance

Premium Rome

Italy - Rome
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S
tep into the heart of the Roman Empire 
and discover how the Romans laid the ba-
sis of modern society.

Experience ancient Roman life beginning with 
Rome’s most famous landmark, the Colosseum. 
Considered by many to be the most fascinating 
architectural wonder of all time, this historic 
amphitheater was the venue for public events, 
such as gladiatorial battles and executions. Your 
Access Europe Guide will regale you with rare 
facts and astonishing stories of the Colosseum’s 
bloody past. Next you will walk the Roman Fo-
rum, once the social and political center of the 
city and a place where many important trials 
and religious ceremonies occurred. You will 
continue along the ancient path where you will 
discover temples, triumphal arches and the Pala-
tine Hill where Romulus and Remus were found 
by the she-wolf that kept them alive.

• Private Walking Tour with Official Guide
• Admission Tickets included: Colosseum with 

Priority Entrance 

Ancient Rome & 

Colosseum

Italy - Rome
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L
earn how to make authentic thin crust 
“Roman” pizza. 
There is no better place to learn the art of 

pizza making than in Italy. Roman-style pizza 
has a thin, crisp base, and is typically cooked in 
a wood-fired oven, giving the pizza its unique 
flavor and texture. This short and hands-on acti-
vity reveals the step-by-step process of creating 
this world renowned pizza. A personal Access 
Europe Pizzaiolo will divulge the secrets of Ita-
lian recipes. Conclude the experience by tasting 
your creation with your family. 

• Private Experience with Pizza Maker
• Lunch and soft drinks included

Pizza School

Italy - Rome

Italy - Rome

E
xperience a family friendly activity and 
learn how to make authentic Italian Ge-
lato.  

Go behind the scenes and discover the secrets 
of what makes gelato so delicious. Synonymous 
with Italy, this cold treat dates back to ancient 
Rome, where it was once made from snow and 
ice brought down from mountaintops and pre-
served below ground. Today, it is made with 
milk, cream, various sugars and flavouring, such 
as fresh fruit and nut purees. Your Access Euro-
pe Gelataio will walk you through the step-by-
step process of making your favourite flavour, 
before enjoying your sweet treat.

• Private Experience with Gelataio
• Gelato tasting included

Gelato Fun
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T
ravel underground and experience the 
Vatican Necropolis, a first century City 
of the Dead where the tomb of St. Peter 

was discovered. 
Recently opened to the public, the Vatican Ne-
cropolis is the subterranean Roman cemetery. 
There are two levels, and the deepest is 12 meters 
below ground, where you can view the tomb and 
bones of St. Peter as well as other burial sites 
from the first and second centuries. This dark, 
underground space houses mausoleums of many 
Popes of the Middle Ages and Renaissance. It 
is arranged along narrow, dimly lit pathways 
adorned with frescoes, inscriptions and stucco 
decorations. With a limited number of guests al-
lowed to enter each day, this one-of-a-kind expe-
rience is one of the Vatican’s best kept secrets. 

• Walking Tour with Official Scavi Guide
• Small Group Tour (max 12 people)
• Admission Tickets included: Scavi

Below The 

Vatican: Scavi

Italy - Rome

Italy - Rome

B
e among the first to visit the Vatican Mu-
seums and Sistine Chapel with an early 
access entrance. 

The day begins at the Vatican Museums, which 
hold the most comprehensive art collection in 
the world: 2,000 rooms and nine miles of artistic 
treasures from past ages. Originally intended 
to be viewed exclusively by the Pope, the mu-
seums showcase works by world renowned ma-
sters, such as Raphael and Michelangelo. Next is 
a journey of the Sistine Chapel where you will 
marvel at Michelangelo’s exquisite ceiling pain-
ting. The tour will end at St. Peter’s Basilica, a 
masterpiece of Renaissance and Baroque archi-
tecture that is one of the world’s most important 
Christian sites. Inside, your Access Europe Gui-
de will explore Michelangelo’s sculpture, Pietà, 
and Bernini’s bronze baldachin. 

• Private Walking Tour with Official Guide
• Admission Tickets included: Vatican        

Museums with Priority Entrance

Early Morning 

Vatican
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E
xplore the secrets of the Vatican Museu-
ms and experience the Sistine Chapel in 
perfect intimacy.

Discover the incredible history of the Vatican 
Museums with an exclusive private access. The 
visit begins in the Vatican Galleries, which hold 
an extensive collection of impressive art and 
century-old treasures from the Roman Catho-
lic Church, including the Raphael Rooms, that 
feature stunning frescoes, like the famous The 
School of Athens. Your journey will end with 
an exclusive behind-the-scene visit to the Sisti-
ne Chapel, where you will find yourself entirely 
surrounded by Michelangelo’s greatest master-
piece.

• Private Walking Tour with Official Guide
• Admission Tickets included: Vatican        

Museums with Priority Entrance

Exclusive Vatican

Italy - Rome
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L
ive an authentic hand-on experience and 
learn how to cook with our Mamma Eva 
in a real Italian house located in the he-

art of Rome historic City Centre. You will start 
from scratch and choose your ingredients guided 
by our Access Europe Chef at the picturesque 
food market: Campo de’ Fiori. Next, our Mam-
ma Eva will open her beautiful house and will let 
you discover the recipes for Italian dishes. You 
will be cooking your favourite local meal and le-
arn the secrets that make the Italian cuisine the 
most sought after in the world. The activity will 
end at the dinner table tasting your creations.

• Private Experience with English speaking 
Chef and Tour Leader

• Lunch included

Cooking School 

At Mamma Eva

Italy - Rome
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D
iscover secret islands, ancient sea caves 
and aristocratic mansions—all while re-
laxing in the sun and diving into aqua 

blue waters. Enjoy an idyllic Mediterranean 
experience with a full-day boat excursion along 
the Amalfi Coast. You’ll navigate through the 
“Blue Grotto,” a sea cave famous for its brilliant 
blue and emerald light, and stop at the Li Galli 
Arcipelago, a trio of islands once considered the 
home of mythical Greek sirens. You will dine 
on the island of Capri, where your Access Euro-
pe Guide can recommend the best spot for local, 
fresh cuisine. On the way back you will follow 
the elegant natural carvings of the cliffs, taking 
in the exquisite Mediterranean colours and fla-
vours. 

• Private Boat Tour with English speaking 
Skipper

• Light snack included on board
• Blue Grotto visit depending on weather and 

sea conditions

The Ultimate 

Mediterranean 

Experience, By Boat

Italy - Amalfi Coast
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E
xperience our favorite coastal towns along 
the Amalfi Coast taking in the local cultu-
re and the breathtaking views. The drive 

along the magnificent coastline from Amalfi to 
Positano, considered a UNESCO World Heri-
tage Site, is in itself enough of a reason to ven-
ture on this route. Admire the Mediterranean’s 
sparkling blue waters and the charming coastal 
towns tucked into the cliffs before experiencing 
these seaside villages firsthand. Besides simply 
wandering the charming, narrow streets filled 
with local shops and boutiques, you will take 
part in the local culture and visit a ceramic fac-
tory in Positano or sample Amalfi’s famous ri-
cotta pastries. 

• Private Car Tour with English speaking       
Driver

Charming Amalfi 

Coast

Italy - Amalfi Coast

Italy - Amalfi Coast

E
xperience the very best of Capri as your 
Access Europe Guide leads you through 
its streets full of luxury, history and un-

matched views. 
Your expert Guide will lead you through the hi-
storic Piazza Umberto I, the bustling center that 
serves as the “heart” of Capri. Here you will see 
the famous clock tower, the ancient Roman walls 
and fabulous people sipping coffee and cocktails 
on the outdoor patios. Next are the botanical 
Gardens of Augustus, a retreat into a natural pa-
radise with stunning sea views. Your Guide will 
then take you to Anacapri for a breathtaking per-
spective of the Mediterranean Sea.

• Private Walking Tour with Official Guide
• Admission Tickets included: Augustus    

Garden with Priority Entrance
• Possibility to take chairlift to Monte Solaro 

(tickets not included)

Capri Highlights
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S
ip Limoncello in Positano before explo-
ring the ancient ruins of Pompeii, the city 
“frozen in time”. Experience southern 

Italian life in the seaside town of Positano. You 
will learn how to make this world-renown le-
mon liquor at a local restaurant. Next is a guided 
journey of Pompeii, one of the most significant 
archaeological sites buried by an eruption of Mt. 
Vesuvius in 79 A.D. The volcanic ash from this 
explosion preserved the city’s buildings, streets 
and art, making it the most realistic portrayal 
of life over 2,000 years ago. Your Access Europe 
Guide will ensure you see the cannot miss at-
tractions at this large and incredible site.

• Private Car Tour with English speaking    
Driver and Official Guide (Pompeii)

• Admission Tickets included: Pompeii 
with Priority Entrance & Limoncello                   
demonstration

Pompeii & 

Limoncello

Italy - Amalfi Coast

Italy - Amalfi Coast

E
njoy a personalized experience and tasting 
at a local mozzarella factory. We are all 
familiar with mozzarella, that creamy, 

melt in your mouth cheese. Get a truly authentic 
Italian experience by discovering how it is made. 
Your Access Europe Chef will demonstrate each 
step involved in the process, revealing tips and 
tricks of the trade along the way. Finish off your 
experience by feasting on delicious mozzarella 
based dishes.

• Private Tour with English speaking Chef
• Light Lunch/Aperitif included

Mozzarella 

School
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R
elax and enjoy the Tuscan countryside as 
you sample delicious cheeses and wines in 
the charming towns that made them fa-

mous.
Even if you have never visited Val D’Orcia, you 
are sure to have seen its gorgeous landscape de-
picted in Renaissance paintings, photographs or 
postcards. This picturesque region is considered 
a World Heritage site and is protected by UNE-
SCO. With your private Chauffeur, you will 
visit Pienza, a charming little medieval town 
known for its delicious sheep’s milk cheese, Pe-
corino. Visit a Pecorino cheese Factory and taste 
its delicious productions. The day will continue 
with a stunning drive to Montalcino, the hou-
se of the world famous Brunello di Montalcino 
wine. On the way back, you will see Montepul-
ciano, a town surrounded by beautiful vineyards 
and olive trees and home of the Vino Nobile 
wine.

• Private Car Tour with English speaking Driver
• Wine (Nobile di Montepulciano) & Cheese  

Tasting included

Val D’Orcia: Wine 

& Cheese Tasting

Italy - Tuscany
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V
iew the art-laden city of Florence throu-
gh the eyes of its major artist, Miche-
langelo.

The influence of renowned Renaissance artist, 
Michelangelo, can be seen all over Florence. 
This tour showcases his most important works 
around the city, including the Medici Chapels 
and the Accademia. At the Medici Chapels Mu-
seum, you will view one of his most revealing 
works, which features six statues that represent 
various stages of his life. Here, you will admire 
the Commesso Fiorentino, an astonishing Flo-
rentine mosaic technique seen in royal palaces 
around the city. You will visit one of the few 
remaining local workshops, where you can wit-
ness up close this very exclusive type of Floren-
tine art. You will end the day with Michelange-
lo’s most glorious work of all, which has become 
a symbol of the Renaissance itself: The David.

• Private Walking Tour with Official Guide
• Admission Tickets included: Accademia,  

Medici Family Chapel with Priority Entrance

Michelangelo’s 

Florence

Italy - Tuscany

Italy - Tuscany

W
itness one of the oldest and most 
famous Art Museums in the world, 
before taking an exclusive private 

journey through the Vasari Corridor. 
Home to the world’s largest collection of Re-
naissance art, the Uffizi is a must see for any 
art lover. You will view famous pieces from 
masters like Rembrandt, Leonardo da Vinci and 
Michelangelo. The Uffizi is one of the oldest 
galleries in the world and many famous artists, 
such as Michelangelo, actually visited the mu-
seum during their lifetime. With your Access 
Europe Guide you will continue on to the Va-
sari Corridor, an elevated, enclosed passageway 
connecting Palazzo Vecchio with Palazzo Pitti. 
You will enter the Corridor through an exclusi-
ve entrance to enjoy the magnificent city views 
and over 1,000 paintings in complete privacy.

• Private Walking Tour with Official Guide
• Admission Tickets included: Uffizi Museum, 

VIP Vasari Corridor with Priority Entrance

The Masterpiece: 

Uffizi & Vasari
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S
ee the sites and take in the charming cultu-
re of two important Tuscan towns. 
Visit the small walled town of San Gimi-

gnano, well known for its original Medieval for-
tresses with magnificent towers. Here you will 
enjoy a leisurely walk through the small stre-
ets—browsing the shops and indulging in a gela-
to. Visit the chapel of Santa Fina, a jewel of Re-
naissance art, and then see the famous frescoes 
of Benozzo Gozzoli at the church of Sant’Ago-
stino. You will continue on to Siena, where you 
will take in the medieval atmosphere with steep 
narrow paths and Gothic architecture. You will 
see the Campo Square, where the famous Palio 
horse race occurs twice a year and the Duomo, 
Siena’s magnificent Cathedral housing major 
works of painting and sculpture. End the day 
with a tasting at an artisan bakery, to see and ta-
ste the production of typical Sienese sweets, like 
Panforte.

• Private Car Ttour with English speaking    
Driver and Official Guide (Siena)

• Local Sweets Tasting included

Tuscan Hills: Siena 

& San Gimignano

Italy - Tuscany
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S
earch for truffles in the Tuscan country-
side, one of the most important regions in 
Italy for truffle production, and discover 

the history and tradition of these culinary deli-
cacies. Your Access Europe Truffle Hunter will 
take you on a walking truffle experience, where 
you will learn to scout this rare, edible mushro-
om with the help of a truffle-hunting dog. After 
the hunt, you will learn more about the so called 
“diamond of the kitchen” that many consider 
to be the most prized cooking ingredient in the 
world. You will learn the best methods of cle-
aning, packing, storing and cooking the truffle 
mushroom, before the day finishes with a tasting 
of fresh truffle-infused dishes.

• Private Experience with English speaking 
Truffle Hunter

• Light truffle lunch included

Truffle Hunting

Italy - Tuscany

Italy - Tuscany

S
pend a day learning how to cook like a true 
Florentine – from the market to the table. 
Start your day with a trip through the Flo-

rentine food market. Here, your Access Europe 
Chef will lead you through a huge variety of fre-
sh, locally produced food, taking you to his favo-
rite stalls for meat, fish or cheeses as you choose 
the best products for your upcoming feast. Then, 
you will prepare classic Italian and Florentine 
dishes with your ingredients, as you learn some 
of the tips and tricks that make Italian cuisine so 
delicious. Your cooking experience will end at 
the table, where you will enjoy your creations.

• Private Experience with English speaking 
Chef

• Lunch included

Cooking School - 

Market, Kitchen & 

Table
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E
xplore the famous Venetian Islands and 
discover the glass-making process in a lo-
cal factory.

You will begin the day in Murano, a city famous 
for its handmade glass. Though glass-making 
originated with the Romans in the 8th century, 
it reached its highest design form in Mura-
no. Today, the artisans of Murano still use the 
same centuries-old technique, and you have the 
oportunity to view this complex process with a 
glass-making demonstration at a local factory. 
Then you will visit Burano, a fishermen’s island 
known for its vibrant multi-colored houses. 
Your Guide will lead you through the maze-like 
alleys and reveal the true culture and lifestyle of 
this charming, picturesque town. 

• Private Boat Tour with English speaking 
Skipper and Tour Leader

• Private Visit of Murano Glass Factory        
included

Venetian Islands

Italy - Venice
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W
itness the city’s most stunning 
landmarks while you are regaled 
with fascinating historical facts and 

local insider tips.
You will visit Venice’s main sites: St. Mark’s 
Square, the central gathering place in Venice, 
and St. Mark’s Basilica, the original chapel of 
Venetian rulers. Once inside the Basilica, you 
will admire the breathtaking mosaics and the 
unique views from the terrace that is adorned 
with striking bronze horses, which were stolen 
from Constantinople during the Crusades. Your 
Access Europe Guide will ensure that you see 
the Rialto Bridge, with gorgeous city views, and 
the stunning Grand Canal. Finally, you will vi-
sit the workshop of an expert mask maker to see 
the art of the famous Venetian masks used for 
Carnival.

• Private Walking Tour with Official Guide
• Admission Tickets included: St. Mark’s     

Basilica, Upper Terrace, Golden Altarpiece 
with Priority Entrance

Venice Discovery

Italy - Venice

Italy - Venice

G
o off the beaten path and experience the 
true flavor of Venetian culture in both 
of the best ways possible—by land and 

water. 
The day begins with a one-hour boat ride throu-
gh the gorgeous canals of Venice—taking in the 
stunning views and learning the history behind 
the city’s most famous sites. You will visit a 
gondola yard and see a master at work, creating 
the world-famous boats that have become sy-
nonymous with Venice. You will be led through 
Castello, an authentic Venetian district largely 
populated by locals. Your Access Europe Gui-
de will show you the noble San Francesco del-
la Vigna church and the majestic Arsenal Gate. 
Next you will admire the brick, Italian-Gothic 
style church of San Giovanni and Paolo, with its 
many monuments and paintings adorning the 
walls. After, you will walk through an intricate 
maze of hidden alley ways, lively squares and 
ancient canals before arriving at the Rialto Brid-
ge, the bustling “heart” of Venice.

• Private Boat (one hour) and Walking Tour 
with Official Guide

• Admission Tickets included: San Giovanni 
and Paolo Church with Priority Entrance

Venice Land & 

Water
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Mask Making 

School

Italy - Venice

Italy - Venice

T
aste delicious wine of the Valpolicella, 
and take in the sites of one of Italy’s 
most elegant cities, Verona.

Drive through the relaxing valleys of Valpolicel-
la and view countryside villas that still belong to 
the historical families of Verona. Their revered 
wines are known all over the world—including 
sweet Recioto and the famous Amarone—and 
you will taste each one at the site of their crea-
tion. Your Access Europe Guide will then take 
you to Verona, where you will see the roman-
tic Medieval house of Romeo and Juliet, with 
its legendary balcony, and Juliet’s Tomb at the 
old Franciscan convent. You will see the Am-
phitheatre, one of the best preserved examples of 
ancient Roman architecture, and walk through 
the beautiful Piazza Erbe and Piazza dei Signo-
ri. Your day ends with the city’s most picture-
sque streets, Via Sottoriva, and a drive to the hill 
where Verona was founded, St. Peter’s. 

• Private Car Tour with English speaking   
Driver and Official Guide (Verona)

• Admission Tickets included: Juliet House 
with Priority Entrance

• Private Wine Tasting included

Verona & 

Shakespeare Amore

L
earn the art of mask-making from a master 
while hearing all about Venice’s famous 
Carnival.

Have a true Venetian experience and decor your 
very own Carnival mask. Your Maschereri will 
show you the step-by-step process involved in 
creating these ornately beautiful objects. The 
process begins with the making of the mold, whi-
ch is then used to create the blue cartapesta (pa-
per-mache) mask, before laying a white stucco 
coating over the exterior. You can decorate your 
own mask with sketches and paints followed by 
gold foil that adds a particular Venetian pizzazz. 
While you are crafting your mask, you will li-
sten to tales of its storied past and learn how it 
has been used in Venetian celebrations throu-
ghout the years. And at the end, you will have 
your very own, handcrafted Venetian mask to 
take back home as a momento. 

• Private Tour with Master
• Mask-making Class included
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Italy - Milan

Italy - Milan

D
iscover the avenues and streets that 
make Milan the center of the Italian fa-
shion industry. As the fashion capital of 

Italy, Milan is the perfect place to experience the 
country’s shopping scene. Italian style is world 
renown for its quality, beauty and innovation, 
and your Access Europe Personal Shopper will 
help you navigate the famous Avenues, to en-
sure you’re seeing the very best boutiques the 
city has to offer. You will walk the notorious 
“Quadrilatero della Moda,” which includes the 
fashion-packed streets of Via della Spiga, Galle-
ria Vittorio Emanuele, Via Montenapoleone and 
Galleria Excelsior. To make the experience even 
more special, the day will end with an exclusi-
ve after-hours viewing of a private fashion col-
lection.

• Private Walking Tour with English speaking 
Personal Shopper

• Private Fashion Collection visit upon      
availability

Fashion Lovers In 

MilanMilan Highlights

S
ee the major sites of Milan, Italy’s most 
cosmopolitan city, while discovering over 
2,000 years of hidden treasures. This tour 

showcases the very best of Milan: the modern 
avenues packed with fashion boutiques and chic 
cafes, the historic architecture and the treasured 
art. Your visit begins with the stunning white 
Duomo, which is the largest Gothic Cathedral 
in the world. It took nearly six centuries to com-
plete it and it is decorated with more sculpted 
statues and spires than any other building in the 
world. Take the stairs or lift to the top terrace, 
where you will enjoy a breathtaking view. Your 
Access Europe Guide will take you to see La 
Scala Opera House from outside, where many 
of the greatest operatic artists have sang over the 
past 200 years. 

• Private Walking Tour with Official Guide
• Admission Tickets included: Cathedral,   

Duomo Terrace, Duomo Treasures, Saint 
Giovanni Alle Fonti with Priority Entrance

• Possibility to add a private visit of La Scala
• Possibility to add Last Supper tickets (upon 

availability)
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D
iscover Lake Como by water and wit-
ness the lake in its full splendor. You 
will see the surrounding towns, like 

charming Cernobbio or Bellagio (“The Pearl 
of Lake Como”) and the lovely hillside town 
of Mezzegra, where the famous Italian dicta-
tor Benito Mussolini was executed. Lake Como 
has been known as an oasis for the famous since 
Roman times, and you will witness a wide-ran-
ge of grandiose architecture—from the historic 
Villa D’Este that hosted Frank Sinatra and Eli-
zabeth Taylor to the present-day villa of actor 
George Clooney, Oleandra. Your Access Europe 
Skipper will make sure you don’t miss the most 
awe-inspiring villas on the lake, such as Villa Ca-
scinella, Villa del Balbianello and Villa Carlotta.

• Private Boat Tour with English speaking 
Skipper

Lake Como, By Boat

Italy - Lake Como
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